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Over the coming period we shall be presenting jewellery by three artists who are
new to Galerie Ra: Rebekah Frank from the United States, Sophie Hanagarth from
Switzerland and Nils Hint from Estonia. Bold design, use of steel and iron, and
forging techniques are the factors which connect their work.
You are cordially invited to the opening of this exhibition, attended by the three
artists, on Saturday 24 May from 4 to 6 pm.

exhibition

Rebekah Frank
24.05.14 - 12.07.14
Rebekah Frank creates wire
and chain necklaces that
define inner and outer
spaces. Flexible drawings
which conform to the body
when worn, their hard materials morphing into a
flowing, undulating play of
lines.

Sophie Hanagarth
24.05.14 - 12.07.14
Sophie Hanagarth, winner of the Françoise van den Bosch Prize 2014, coerces red-hot
iron into robust, almost aggressive yet sensual forms. Their physical ambiguity is
denoted by titles such as French Kiss and Lipstick.

Nils Hint
24.05.14 - 12.07.14
Nils Hint transforms iron tools
and everyday objects into
caricatures and shadows of
themselves. His combinations
of these form humorous,
surrealist narratives that are
open to interpretation.

announcements
KunstRai 2014 will be held from 4 to 9 June in
the Amstelhal at the Rai Amsterdam.
Galerie Ra, stand number 34, will present a wide
selection of jewellery and vessels, with recent work
by Lam de Wolf – 65 HOOFDZAKEN – on the wall.
Galerie Ra will be closed for the duration of the
fair.

Attai Chen, winner of the Andy Prize 2014, will be

books

exhibiting his work in the Museum of Art, Tel-Aviv,
Israel, from 23 May to 25 October 2014 under the
title In Between. An extensive catalogue will be
published to accompany the exhibition.

Lam de Wolf

Recently published books and catalogues obtainable through Galerie Ra:
Lam de Wolf, niet op de tenen maar uit de tenen, Dutch, € 20
Jasmin Matzakow, English, € 20
Bettina Speckner Schmuck / Schmuck und Objekte von Daniel Spoerri, German, € 25
Reinhold Ziegler, Cosmic Debris, meteorites and jewellery objects, English, € 23.50
Art Jewelry Forum’s, Best of Interviews, English,€ 20
Jewellery in Israel, multicultural diversity 1948 to the present, English, € 37.50
Schmuck 2014, Sonderschau der 66.Internationalen Handwerksmesse München,
German and English, € 20

